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I. INTRODUCTION

L In paragraph 3 of resolution 33/71G, the General Assembly invited the
Director-General of UU:CSCO to report to the I\.sserflbly ~ at its thirty-fourth seSSlon ')
on the preparations for thePorld Congress on Disarmament Education.

2. UNESCO has actively participated in the 'fOrk of the Preparatory Committee
since the tenth special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament?
and it wishes to contribute in the most effective :raanner possible to the
implementation of the Final Document of that session (resolution S-10/2, within the
spheres of its competence. In that respect, the arrangelClents for the Horld
Congress on Disarmament Education constitute UNESCQ1 s most important contributioDQ

3. fA meeting of experts Has held in Prague from 4 to 8 June 1979, at the generous
invitation of the Czechoslovak Government, to undertake preparations for the rlorld
Congress on Disarnlament Education. Accordingly) this docmnent contains relevant
excerpts of the final report of the Prague meeting (SSo-79/CONF.609/5).

~. UNESCO would appreciate any proposal or suggestion the General AGserr~ly rnight
wish to make with regard to arrangements for the \]orld Congress on Disarmament
Education or on follow-up activities eventually planned.
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11. PREPARATIONS FOR THE WORLD CONGRESS ON
DISARi1AMENT EDUCATION

A. Background of the Prague meeting of experts

5. The meeting of experts convened by UNESCO from 3 to 7 April 1978 to discuss
the obstacles to disarmament and the ways of overcoming them (final report 
SS-78/CONF.613/17) recommended that UNESCO should organize a world congress On
disarmament education to be held in 1980. Moreover, in his address to the tenth
special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament (A/S->10/pv.6,
pp. 123-138), the Director-General informed the Assembly of the proposal to organize
such a congress, which had already received the support of the UNESCO Executive
Board in its decision 104 EX/7.1.5, adopted at the one hundred-fourth session. The
Assembly welcomed that initiative and asked UNESCO to step up its programme aimed
at the development of disarmament education as a distinct field of study.

6. The Director-General submitted the proposal for the organization of a world
congress to the one hundred-fifth session of the Executive Board and to the
twentieth session of the General Conference. The proposal was approved by both
bodies in decision 105 EX/7.1.2 and in resolution 11.1, respectively. The General
Conference also adopted resolution 3/2.1/1 concerning the social sciences programme
with regard to peace research, contained in the programme and budget for 1979-1980
(20 C/5) and included the following paragraph 3152 concerning the Congress:

"An international congress (category IV) on education in support of disarmament
will be organized away from Headquarters in 1980, in consultation with the
Education Sector, with a view to identifying practical measures whereby
education in support of disarmament may be developed in Member States, in
accordance with the Final Document of the special session of the United Nations
General Assembly devoted to disarmament (1978). It will be preceded by a
preparatory meeting of experts, also organized away from Headquarters through
the assistance of a Member State. In addition, other preparatory activities
will be encouraged."

7. In accordance >rith the previous paragraph, the Director-General 11ecided to
accept the invitation of the Government of Czechoslovakia to hold a preparatory
expert meeting in Prague.

8. Sixteen experts from different regions of the vorld, representing various
disciplines relevant to education for peace and disarmament, were invited to attend
the meeting. The United Nations and those specialized agencies that had concluded
mutual representation agreements with UNESCO were also invited to send
representatives to the meeting. Several non-governmental organizations were
invited to send observers. (The complete list of participants is contained in the
appendix of this report.)

B. General discussion

9. The opening meeting was held at Charles University. Mr. Zdenl'k Trhlik,
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Deputy--tJinister for Foreign Affairs ~ welcomed the participants on behalf of the
Government which~ as the representative of the Czechoslovak people, attached the
utmost importance to efforts in favour of disarmament. Czechoslovakia had
experienced both World Wars, and indeed the second had been triggered by an attack
on Czechoslovakia. He expressed the conviction that UNESCO had a vital role to
pla~,r in all disarmament efforts and in that connexion, he cited UNESCO' s
Constitution and resolution 11.1, adopted by the General Conference at its
twentieth session. He thanked the Chancellor of the University for his hospitality
in hosting the meeting.

10. The Director-General of UNESCO, Mr. Amadou~Mahtar M'Bow, then officially
opened the meeting. In his address, he placed the work of the meeting within the
framework of UNESCO's follov-up activities to the tenth special session of the
General Assembly devoted to disarmament. While responding directly to the "riches
of the Assembly, as expressed in paragraph 101 of the Final Document of that
session (resolution S-10/2), the Congress On Disarmament Education planned by
UNESCO also responded t.o the conCern expressed by the UNESCO General Conference 
in particular in resolutions 13.1 and 11.1 adopted at its nineteenth and twentieth
sessions, respectively - to create a climate of public opinion favourable to the
halting of the arms race and to the transition to disarmament. The role of
education and information - and thus of UNESCO - ,TaS a decisive factor, but it had
not yet been adequately employed in that process. The aim of the Congress, like
that of the congress UNESCO had organized in Vienna in September 1918 on the
teachine of human rif,hts, ~as to give a new impetus to efforts in that field made
by UNESCO, by Member States and by the different specialized bodies.

11. Finally, he sugc;ested three approaches to disarmament education:

(a) To organize the whole educational process in the spirit of disarmament;

(b) To teach disarmament in the framework of those disciplines which, by
their very nature, best lent themselves to it;

(c) To teach disarmament as a separate discipline.

12.. I'·'1r. Karel Vasal:, Director of the Division of Human nights and Peace, presented
a general outline of UNESCO's mandate and of its activities in the field of
disarmament. He made a distinction, in that respect 9 between:

(a) The general mandate of UNESCO in the field of peace and human rights,
1{hich derived from its Constitution;

(b) The specific mandate relating to questions of disarmament, set forth
primarily in resolutions 19 C/12.l and 13.1 and 20 C/IO.l and 11.1 of the General
Conference and in decisions 101, EX/I.1. 5, 105 EX/I. 3 and 107 EX/ 5.1. I, adopted by
the Executive Board.

(c)
found in

The particular mandat~. concerning disarrnapent education, vrhich could
parar;raph 101 of the Final Documenc of the tenth special session of

be
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General Assembly devoted to disarmament (resolution 8-10/2) and in paragraph 3152
of UNESCO's programme and budget for 1979-1980.

IJ~ Before formulating concrete suggestions on arrangements for the Congress, some
participants deemed it useful to examine the mea.ning of the I~Tords Hdisarmament
cducation"I.o Hithout a.ttcrnptine: to be exhaustive, but rather in oYeler to orient the
~~rk of the Congress towards concrete results~ they underscored the fact that
Education for disarmament '(fas an essential element of the more general concept of
education for peace.. Peace education was not merely an appeal for more rational,
non-violent behaviour on the :9art of indivictuals "I groups or entire nations~) nor
should peace education be improperly used for political or ideoloe;ical propaganda.
Peace educcction could not be simply decreed by Governments or other authorities.
Before an:r concrete results could be expected~ peace education required a positive
attitude, among ~overnMent and social officials as well as amone educators, towards
the goals of such education and a positive climate conducive to the maintenance
and consolidation of peace in the "'Horld. Just like any other discipline, peace
education required the effective education of educators. Disarmament education
thus formed part of peace education and should be carried out in the spirit of the
Recornmendation concerninp; Education for International Understanding, Co-operation
and Peace and Education relating to Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, adopted
by the General Conference of UNESCO at its nineteenth session (1974). ~ It should
take into account all the facts of the disarmament problem and, accordingly, the
Congress should be oriented ta"'llards proj ects that \'lere as concrete and realistic
as they were creative.

14. Disarmament education wa8~ in itself, a very complex process 9 comprisine
political~ economic, scientific 9 psychological and didactic aspects" all of ';fhich
1Jere equally important. While involvin8 several disciplines~ it could also become
a field of specialized study, since it required that special attention should be
paid to the most relevant disciplines" such as history~ geography, international
relations, political science 7 civics~ sociolo8Y and international law~ Emphasis
,,'as placed on the need to treat the subject from a human angle, through
psychological understanding, and not exclusively from a legal standpointo However,
equal emphasis was placed on the necessity of elaborating an international law of
disarMament. The question was also raised of whether a genuine right to
disarmament, closely linked to the right to peace and the right to development,
should be included among the human rights of a new generation. It would be
especially desirable for thinking on the SUbject to be stimulated and pursued in
depth by universities, and in particular by faculties and schools of law.

15. Several participants raised the problem of defining the notion of disarmament
itself. Reference was made in that connexion to the various resolutions adopted by
the United Nations General Assembly, in particular, the Final Docu~ent of the tenth
special session of the Assembly elevated to disarmament? and to conventions
concerning armaments limitation. It was pointed out that there were a number of

a/ Records of the Ge::leral Conference., Eight~eenth Session, Paris,
17 October-2j November 1974, Vol. T, Resolutions, pp. 147-151>.
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definitions of disarmament, but that disarmament itself must, in any event, be
distincuished from armaments limitation. Considered as a process aimed a.t
transforming the existing system of armed Nation-States into a ne" international
system in which the State would no longer be armed, disarmament was necessarily
linked to the problems of security and development.

16. It seemed necessary, therefore, to couple each step toward disarmament to
corresponding steps enhancing security, by adopting, in particular, confidence
building measures and exploring further alternative approaches to defence, such as
non-violent civilian action. At the same time the concept of "security" should be
broadened. The time had long since passed when security was an exclusively
military term. Security meant the protection of individuals, societies and mankind
as a "hole from any threat, the military threat beinG only one specific aspect.
Famine, underdevelopment, social and political injustices) the suppression of human
rights (individual and collective), ruthless exploitation and "aste of resources,
the pollution of the environment and an unjust international order were other
facets of the "orld-"ide threat to humanity. The strengthening of security in
those fields meant building up confidence among men and peoples in a -VTay ldhich was
conducive to friendly relations and co-operation between peoples. It also meant
making an effort to ascertain what the prerequisites were for a feeling of security
for different peoples.

17. The Question obviously entailed different aspects in different situations and
different regions of the world. Consequently~ in the context of education~ a
critical attitude should be adopted as regards the specific characteristics of the
problem in each region. In the various States and regions, disarmament -VTaS

associated not only "ith international security but also "ith such other problems
as development, social jU8tice~ economic and political liberation, political
democracy and participation in economic and political life. The l~inds of weapons
taken into account and the conseQuences of possessing them could also vary.
Hm.rever, disarmament meant in the long term the general and complete elimination
of arms. It should~ therefore, be conceived of as an end, whereas education,
which made it possible to disseminate the ideas, principles and values of
disarmament, constituted the means to"ard that end.

18. Disarmament education should not be limited to educational institutions: it
should also encompass education of the general public, and to that end, the
co-operation of the mass media should be actively sought. As regards education of
the public, non-governmental organizations had a key role to play. The education
of disarmament specialists 9 including military personnel~ should also be included.
Lastly, such education reQuired respect of the right to be informed. One expert
summed up the unanimous vie....r of his colleagues when he remarked: llInformation is
a prerequisite for education, especially where minds are to be changedn

•
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Co Discussion concerning arrangements for the Congress

1. General questions

(a) Definition of a Congress

19. The representative of the Director-General pointed out to the meeting that
in accordance with the regulations for the general classification of the various
categories of meetings convened by UNESCO, a i1Congress n belonged to the category
of :lnon~representativeU meetings~ i .. e., meetings at which participants attended in
a personal capacity and did not represent States. Participants were either
designated individually by the Director-General or accepted by him on the suggestion
of Member States or learned societies. It should be noted that these rules did
not provide for payment by UNESCO of travel and subsistence expenses of the
participants but~ as in the case of the International Congress on Education
relating to Huwan Rishts~ UNESCO would endeavour to provide assistance for the
travel of some participants from third world countries. Non-governmental
organizations were to be invited to be represented at the Congress by observers.
The hope had been expressod, however, that the precedent set at the Congress held
in Vienna \fould be fol101{ed and that no distinction '<ould be made in practice
between participants and observers.

(b) Current state of preparations for the Congress

20. As regards the dates and venue of the Cone;ress, and the number of participants,
the following particulars \fere provided: it \fas envisaged at the current stage
that the Congress would be held in Panama in spring 1980. It was hoped that
there would be at least as many participants as at the International Congress on
Teaching on H~an Bights, that is, approximately 300 participants.

(c) Aims

21. The aim of the Congress should be to promote disarmament education and not
disarmament itself. This should be done by taking specific steps to inform and
mobilize those forces capable of contributing effectively to the halting of the
arms race and the transition to disarmament. The ultiwEte objective of the
Con8ress, therefore j wOlud be to increase the attention given to disarmament in
the educational process and to encourage a critical attitude among pupils and
students so that they \fould bc better prepared to resist propaganda for war and
militarism and to exercise their o,..m jUdcement in respect of the issues involved.

220 In that perspective) the exchange of experience) materials and methods from
various regions or countries should occupy an important place in the agenda of
the Congress. The same was true of the dissemination of principles j ideas)
values ~ knowledge and facts relating to disarmament in the context of the
r;Hintenancp. and strengthening of international peace and security. That was "Thy
it waS not enough to think of disarmament as opposed to the arms race; it was also
and above all necessary to think abollt non-military alternatives for ensuring
security and brinr,inr, about mutual trust. Cne of the objectives of the Congress

I ...
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was also to establish a network for the exchanB8 of information and experience
with a view to the effective developwent of disarrrarrent educationg The Congress
should present different percpecti yes on disarr:ar1ent Rne. could inclu'ie Rn ele.".ent
of J.eh'1te l'Ti th ex-r:erts "rho vpre critical of the cnncent of reners.13nd co"t11T11ete
clis,''.ry,.r"T'''nt as cor'P' only ccnceived. In QTJen discuss ion should be encoura ""'CG since
Rn ovor-si1"'..nlifie('. rT,:,sent",tion of the T'ro111ers 0f ,1is"1.rr".8!1ent 1,roulCl serve DO
useful nUrT'ose ~

(d) Participants

23. In order to attain those objectives, it was essential that every effort be
made to secure the active participation in the Congress not only of specialists
on disarmament but also~ and above all') organizations") both governmental and
non--governmental ~ \vhich had specialized expertise or were able to have an impact
in this field) as well as organizations concerned with the mass mediao In
particular, the Congress should provide an opportunity for contacts between those
responsible for educational planning at the national level, the leaders of teachers
and youth organizations and representatives of trade union~ religious and other
organizations active in the disarmament field.

(e) Themes of the Congress

24. As to the themes to be dealt with at the Congress, the potential "clientele"
of disarmament education should be kept in mind. Ihis "clientele" was to be found
within and outside of the educational system and at various levels of the
educational process. It could be identified in terms of the particular situations
of different regions or countries) in the following manner:

(a) Within the edLcaticnal Eystem, attention should be paid to curricula,
materials and content of education, but especially to the educators themselves;
special emphasis should be placed on the socio-affective processo The training of
educators in the spirit of disarmament should receive particular attention, as
should the teaching of disciplines more directly concerned with disarmament.

(b) Outside the educational system, efforts should be focused on formal,
non~~formal and informal education of adults~ aDd~ in general, on lifelong education?
and on information and training through the mass media" The meeting I'ras of the
opinion that education in the family and the education of young people and adults
should not be neglected.

(f) Financing

25. The participants were aware of the inadequacy of the funds available for the
preparation and organization of the Congress. Nonetheless" they expressed the
firm hope that at least the same level of resources would be made available for
the Congress as had been made available for the Vienna Congress on Education
relating to Human Rights. The participants therefore requested the Director
General of UNESCO:

/ ...
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(a) to release supplementary funds for the Congress in accordance with
paragraph 16 of decision 105 EX!7.1.2 of the Executive Board and with
paragraph 3b of resolution 20 C!ll.l of the General Conference;

(b) to encourage Governments to defray the expenses of participating
experts from their own countries and to rrake voluntary contributions
towards facilitating the participation of experts from other countries;

(c) to encourage non-governrr.ental organizations to take similar measures.

2. Preparatory activities for the Congress

(a) Regional meetings

26. Aware of the modest means at the disposal of UNESCO, the majority of
participants were of the opinion that regional meetings should be organized
preferably after the Congress, whilst hoping that initiatives would be taken in
various parts of the world to organize such preparatory meetings.

(b) Specialized meetings

27. Non-governrr.ental organizations of different categories, and especially those
whose members were educators and research workers~ were invited to organize
seminars, study meetings, etc. dealing with the themes of the Congress in order
to gather and develop materials, ideas and proposals which could be presented to
the Congress and used in disarmament education.

(c) Preparatory docurr.ents

28. Vii th regard to preparatory docurr.ents, the experts considered partic ularly
important the documents already prepared by UNESCO in this field, as well as
reports of meetings of experts, such as the meetinG on the obstacles to disarmament
and the ways of overcoming them. The same was true for the final document of the
special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament and certain
United Nations studies such as the ODe on the social and economic consequence of
the arms race.

29. The meeting was informed of oDf,oing studies and surveys being undertaken by
uNESCO which the Secretariat would disseminate during the Congress and felt that
other papers on the state of disarmament education should be prepared. It was
sugGested in that connexion that the UNESCO national comwissions should be
invited to present papers to the Congress concerning the teaching of disarmament
in their respective countries.

30. The meeting thouGht that the survey on the state of disarmament education
at the university level should be supplemented by another survey dealing with
other levels of education, including teacher training institutions.

! ...
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31. In addition, several participants expressed the hope that the Congress would
be used for displaying teaching materials, including in particular audio-visual
ones, and that an inventory of such materials would be prepared for the Congress.

(d) Publicity

32. Prior to the Congress, the mass media and all other means available to UNESCO
would have a vital task to perform in making public opinion aware of the need for
disarmament education. Research results in this area should be i1translated1i
into lan~ua~e comprehensible to the public at large. Those concerned could avail
themselves of the opportunity offered by the annual observation of "United Nations
Disarmament lleek" from 24 to 30 October each year.

33. The United Nations and all specialized agencies should contribute to this
effort. The repres~ntative of the United Naticns Centre for Disarmament pledGed
the full support of the Centre for efforts in favour of disarmament education in
the spirit of paragraph 107 of the Final Document of the tenth special session
of the General Assembly devoted to disarmameat (Assembly resolution S-10/2) and
informed the experts of studies and publications of the United Nations and of
the availability of the latter through United Nations information centres.

34. Effective co-operation from non-governmental organizations and religious
bodies was equally indispensable. Non-governmental orGanizations should pay
particular attention to the dissemination of information on the Congress by their
national sections~

3. Structure and functioninr: of the Congress

(a) Commissions to be established

35. Given the limited resources available for the organization of the Congress,
the meeting agreed that at least two commissions should be established which,
if need be, could be organized into working groups, thus ensurinG better
participation in the discussions. Acceptinc; the sugc;estion made by the Director,~,

General of UNESCO in his opening address, it was agreed that the two commissions
could work as follows;

(a) Commission T: Education: formal and non-formal education at different
levels; the training of teaching personnel, the development of appropriate
teaching material; the revision of existing textbooks, particularly
history and geography, etc.

(b) Commission 11: Information: The traininc; of professionals in the field
of informatioD 9 information ethics relating to questions of arwament
and disarmament") methods of informing the general public 5 scientific
circles, wilitary personne1 5 etc.

36. It was understood that research questions should be examined in both
commissions 5 in relation both to education and to disarmament information.
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(b) Documents to be adopted by the Congress

37. Taking the example of the final document of the Congress of Vienna on the
teaching of human rights, the meetinG considered that a similar documelrt should
be adopted by the Congress, giving high priority to the programme and practical
aspects of the subject. Such a docun~nt mif~t consist of two parts and one annex:
(a) The principles and guidelines which should govern disarmament education;
(b) A limited number of major recommendations aiming at developing such education;
(c) An annex containing different proposals, recommendations and suggestions made
during the Congress. The different measures proposed could be addressed both to
UNESCO and its Member States and to governmental organizations and, above all,
to the United Nations system, as well as to non-governmental organizations, to
religious bodies, scientific associations and to all those who would like to unite
their efforts in the struggle for this cause.

4. Follow-up to the Congress

38. The ultimate aim of the Congress being to give a decisive impetus to the
development of disarmament education, the Congress should:

(a) Elaborate several major recommendations that could be included in
UNESCO's budget for 1981-1983;

(b) Elaborate proposals which could be brought before the General Assembly
of the United Nations;

(c) Suggest measures to be taken by Member States and especially by their
educational institutions and other appropriate bodies:

(d) Identify possible concrete activities which could be put into effect by
different governmental and non-governmental organizations.

39. Several participants mentioned, by way of example, proposals which might be
of interest to the Congress, such as:

(a) The organization of courses, sewinars, etc. on training in the field of
disarmament aimed specially at teachers of geography, history,
international relations and related subjects;

(b) The setting up of a permanent working group on disarmament education
which would consist of representatives of interested organizations and
which would have as its task to monitor the implementation of the final
document adopted by the Congress;

(c) The setting up of regional documentation centres on disarmament as a
service for disarmament education;

(d) The periodical organization of a World Congress and Regional Congresses
on disarmament educationo
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APPENDIX

Llf:T OP PARTICIPAHTS

A. Exnerts

Professor Alfred BOENISCH (German Do~ocratic Republic)
Academy of Sciences of the Ger~an Derr'ocratic Republic (Head of a research groun)
Berlin

Mr. Yves BOULLET (France)
Counsellor
French EI'1bassy in Czechoslovakia
Pro..p:ue

Professor
l'lenber of
Rector o£'
Prague

v v
Zdenok CESKA (Czechoslovakia)
the Academy of Scien2es
Charles University

Er. ,Jaime de J. DIJlZ (Columbia)
Director
Corporacion intef'ral para el desarrollo cultural y social (CODECAL)
BOf'ota

Professor Ibrahima FALL (Senegal)
Dean
Faculty of Legal and Economic Sciences
University of Dakar
Dakar

Professor Leonard GAMBRELL (United States)
Political Science Department
University of T'Yisconsin
2au Claire, TJisconsin

Professor NQsser-Eddine GHOZALI (Alperia)
Head of Departr1ent of AdP.1.inistrative and Political
Institute of Legal Sciences
University of Ben Al{lloun
Alfiers

"rs. 1Jenche liAALAED Ulorvay)
Chief Ps;'{cholop;ist
Institute of Psychology
University of Bergen
Berc;en

C •LlClences
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Mrs. Inna Vladimirovna IVAIJIAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
Senior Researcher
Institute of Horld Economy and International Relations (IMEl,10)
Academy of Sciences of the USSR
Moscow

Mr. Karl Heinz KOPPE (Federal Republic of Germany)
Director
German Associati on for Peace and Conflict Research (DGFK)
Bonn

Mr. Hojceich MULTAH (Poland)
Scientific Secretary
Polish Institute of International Affairs
WarsavT

Mr. Clement RAMSAY (J2rrrica)
Secretary-General
Jamaican National Commission for UNESCO
Kingston

Mr. E. Adam ROBERTS (United KinRdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland)
Lecturer in International Relations
London School of Economics
London

Professor 11iroslav SOUKUP (Czechoslovakia)
Institute for Philosophy and Sociology
Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences
Prague

Mr. Sompong SUCHARITKUL (Thailand)
Director-General
Department of Treaties and Legal Affairs
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Bangkok

Mr. Rharat FARIAVlTALLA (India)
Senior Associate
Institute for Defence Studies
!':e1<T Delhi

B. Representatives of the United Nations and organizations of the United ~\Tations

system

Mrs. L. HALDHEII1-NATUTIAL
Director - Geneva Office
Uni ted l'Jations Centre for Disarma.ment
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C. Observers

(1) Observers and alternates from Member States

Federal Republic of Germany

Dr. j,jolf Dieter KISCHLAT
llinistry of Foreign Affairs
Bonn

United States of America

Hr. '1artin POULI,!
Third Secretary
Vice-Consul
American Embassy lD Prague

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Professor Hichail Ziaizouitch AKMALOU
Vice-Rector
Institute of Forei"n Languages
Pedogogical Institute
MoscOI·r

(2) Observers fron non-governmental organizations

Category A

i.-Jorld Peace Council
Mr. Rogor BILLE - Secretary - Permanent Representative to lITIESCO

~eace Con@ittee, World Peace Council
Professor A. STEJSKAL - Chairman

World Federation of United Nations Associations
Mr. Frank FIELD, Secretary-General

International Association of Universities
Mr. Georges DAILLANT, Deputy Secretary-General

'<orld Federation of Trade Unions
Mr. ~'iario RAHOS, COill1sellor

World Federation of Organizations of the Teaching Profession
Hr. L. H. PEHERA, SDecial Assistant for the Asian Region
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Caterrory B

World Veterans federation
Hr. HeidBn SOOT (Nonmy)

International Federation of Resistance Movements
Mr. Zygnunt BIESZCZA1!IN, Deputy Secretary-General

World Federation of Democratic Youth
Mr. Barek llmnCKI, Member of the Bureau

International Union of Students
Hr. 1.htold ITP\-.TROCKI, Deputy Chairman

Category C

\Iorld Council for Curriculum and Instruction
Er. J. de J. DIAZ (See Section A - experts)

War Resisters International
Hr. Michael J. DANDLE

Christian Peace Conference
~·Ir. Klaus EHRLER, Member of International Staff

Others

Stockholm International Peace Research Institute
Mr. Ulf HEINIUS - Researcher, Hilitary Expert

NOO (UnESCO) Standing Committee
Mr. Georp:es MALEMPRE, Chairman

D. ill\ESCO secretariat

Hr. Karel VASAK, Director, Division of Human Rights and Peace

tIr. Stephen p. MllRKS, Programme Specialist, Division of Human Rie;hts and
Peace, Secretary of the meetinp

!1r. Vitaly SHELOPOUTOV, Program~e Specialist, Division of Hurfian Bir,hts
and Peace

Miss Sheila BENNETT, Secretary of the Division of Human Rights and Peace

Mr. M. KABATCHENKO, Programme Specialist, Division of Equal Educational
Opportunities and Special Progra~mes

Hr. H. BRABYll, Senior Editor (English) UNESCO Courier Division


